Year 2 Curriculum Plan
Autumn Term 2018
Topics: “Land Ahoy”
Imaginative story writing
English
Poetry
reading
and writing Instructions

GaPS

Maths

Science
History
Geography
Art/ Design
Technology

PSHE

and “Beat, Band, Boogie”

Describing contrasting pieces of music
Poets Corner
Phonics- Suffixes, plurals, compound words
Different types of sentence
Word types- Nouns, adjectives, verbs
Punctuation- Capital letters, full stops, commas, question marks,
exclamation marks
Counting and sequencing within 100
Partitioning- Tens/ Ones
Addition and subtraction- Fluency within 20
Name and describe 2D and 3D shapes.
Co-ordinates
Multiplication
Measures
Money- Make an amount, find the fewest coins, combine amounts
Materials
Famous Pirates
Famous Musicians
Using atlases and making maps.
Continents, oceans, UK
Design and build a pirate ship- Pirate Exhibition
Collage
Painting and drawing sea patterns
Creating patterns in response to music
Designing calendars, cards, posters and invitations
New Beginnings, Getting on together
Class code
Friendships
Bullying

What You Can Do At Home
Please ensure all clothing ,including PE kit and water bottle, is labelled.
(Water only in water bottles.)
Please make sure your child only uses their book bag for books and letters to
avoid damage.
Reading:
Each child will read in school weekly and will bring a new reading book home.
Please read with your child at home, little but often is the best option.
Share and read a variety of books both fiction and non-fiction especially those
linked to current topics.
Visit the library regularly, it’s free!!!
Talk about characters and settings, can you describe them?
Predict what is going to happen in a story, can you make up a different ending?
Read fluently using expression.
Encourage reading of signs and notices when you are out and about.
Point out digraphs (two letters one sound), trigraphs (three letters one sound)
and tricky words whenever you come across them in print.
English-Writing
When writing take time to think of a sentence, say it to yourself, write it then
read and check.
Remember our Top Tip in Year 2- Think it, Say it, Write it, Read it.
Take pride in the presentation of your work, forming letters correctly.
Always use capital letters and full stops.
Embrace all opportunities to practise writing skills: shopping lists, Christmas
lists, messages, interesting facts etc.
Maths
Ordering numbers, finding missing numbers, recognising number patterns
Counting forwards and backwards in 2’s, 5’s and 10’s
Play shop at home using real coins and notes.
Play dice games that involve addition and subtraction.
Practise 2,5 and 10 times tables.
Look at and have a go on- ICT games maths
http://www.ictgames.com/resources.html

Teamwork

RE
Computing

PE

Music

Exploring and celebrating religion
Bible sea stories
The Nativity
Logging on
Technology in school
Internet safety
Programming- Scratch
Dance
Large apparatus
Games
Tennis
Composing and performing
Learning new songs
Exploring pitch
Recognising and describing contrasting pieces of music
Christmas concert

Home Learning
Home learning will be set on a Thursday, to be handed in the following
Tuesday. Please encourage your child to be as independent as possible.
The children will have a spelling test every Thursday.
Each half-term children will be set a piece of home learning related to the topic
for the half-term. A separate letter will be sent home with your child outlining
what is required for that particular half- term along with dates for the piece of
work to be handed in.

Thank you, your support at home makes a
huge difference to your child`s progress.

